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Center Activities
Scientific theme groups
• Nanoelectric: Measure electronic properties of
materials at the 10-nm scale.

•

Nanomagnetic: Magnetic sensitivity and spatial
resolution for nanomagnet characterization.
NanoMRI: Molecular structure microscope with
chemical sensitivity.

•

Bio-Probes: Measure forces, mechanical
properties and dynamics of biological
membranes with critical resolutions of pN,
nanometers and microseconds.

•
•
•

Education and outreach programs that translate research into classrooms and
that reach a diverse audience, mainly through the Summer Institute for Middle
School Teachers.
Seminars and workshops to support cross-theme interaction and increase
industrial participation.
Courses and professional development workshops for students and postdocs.2

CPN Thanks You!

Funded
26 Faculty and
56 Graduates
over a decade
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CPN Nanoprobe Development
2004-2014:
• Over 25 research areas
• 153 peer-reviewed journal publications
• Patents: 5 awarded, 1 licensed
• 5 spin-off companies
• Highlights at http://cpn.stanford.edu
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Selected CPN Covers
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Ultrasensitive SQUID sensors
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Direct observation of edge currents in a
Quantum Spin Hall regime of HgTe quantum
wells. Edge channels and bulk transport
coexist, providing input on how ballistic
transport may be limited in the edge channels.
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K.C. Nowack, et al, Nat. Mater. 2013, 12 (9), doi:10.1038/nmat3682

Scanning Microwave Impedance Microscopy
Past	
  

•
•

•

Microwave electronics improved
- Automated and miniaturized
- Multi-frequency 0.8-3.5 GHz
- Works with standard commercial AFMs
- Inspired Agilent to commercialize
related tool
•

Y. Yang, et al J. Micromech.
Microeng. 2014, 24 (4), doi:
10.1088/0960-1317/24/4/045026.

•

Scanning capacitance
microscopy: widely used but
non-quantitative
Microwave STM: high
resolution but shares stringent
STM surface and tip
requirements
1st Gen Microwave impedance
(MIM): non-robust, slow

Present	
  

Batch-fabricated, shielded probes with piezoresistors
integrated on the cantilever.

•
•
•

Probe improved
- Batch MEMS processing
replaces FIB
- Coaxial shield, insulating
cantilever: reduced stray
capacitance
- Sharper and more robust tip
Modeling makes measurement
quantitative
Cryogenic MIM (0.3K to 200K),
magnetic field up to 12T
Applied to semiconductors,
correlated electrons
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nanoMRI
Past	
  

Present	
  
•

MRI requires voxels > (3 µm)3
- At least 1012 protons needed
per voxel
• Scanning probes (AFM, STM)
limited to 2D surface imaging
- Little or no elemental
contrast
MRFM

•

Magnetic resonance force microscopy
(MRFM)
- Ultrasensitive force detection techniques
for NMR imaging
- First demonstration of nanoscale MRI
- True 3D sub-surface imaging
- Elemental selectivity (1H, 13C, 19F, 31P)
- 100 million times improvement in detection
sensitivity over conventional MRI
- Detection volumes on the order of (5 nm)3
- 3D NMR imaging of virus particles

NV center

•

NV center in diamond for nanoscale NMR detection
- NV center acts as atomic-size magnetometer
- First demonstration of NV-based NMR detection
- Double resonance allows NMR spectroscopy
- Detection volume of (20 nm)3

H.J. Mamin, et al, Science 2013, 339 (6119), doi:10.1126/science.1231540.
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Tapping Mode AFM for Soft Materials
Past	
  

Insensitive output signal

Circa 2003 tapping mode cantilevers
•

Low response frequency

•

Damaged soft materials

•

Washed out actual interactions

•

No sample mechanical properties information

Ponderous tapping mode cantilevers
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Tapping Mode AFM for Soft Materials
Present	
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Dual-cantilever probes for ultrafast detection of mechanical properties
K. Vijayraghavan, et al Applied Physics Letters 2013, 102 (10), doi:10.1063/1.4795598.
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Selected Follow-on Awards
Fundamental physics with SQUID and Sagnac

•
•

Future open-access shared facility funded by NSF IMR-MIP
Sagnac study of topological insulators under DARPA and FENA grants

NV centers for nanoscale magnetic resonance detection

•

DARPA QuASAR program under a subcontract with UCSB

Scanning Gate Microscopy

•

Probing scattering properties of graphene under MARCO-FENA

Fabrication of shielded, piezoresistive probes

•

NSF ECCS

Scanning Microwave Microscopy

•

Applications in condensed matter physics under NSF DMR

Stealth Probes

•
•

NSF IDBR grant for electrical interface design
Patent filed, licensed by start-up Stealth Biosciences

Ultra-Fast Cantilevers

•

Dual cantilevers patent filed and licensed by Agilent, in-house production
underway
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Spin-off Companies
Start-up companies founded by CPN researchers:

•

PrimeNano, Inc. (Mike Kelly)

–
–

•

Solum, Inc. (Nick Koshnick)

–

•

Formerly SunPrint, Inc., founded with the goal of making cheap solar cells

C3Nano (Melbs LeMieux)

–

•

Makes a field-deployable sensor to give farmers immediate answers on soil
nutrient needs

Alion, Inc. (Mark Topinka)

–

•

Developing a production version of a Microwave Impedance Microscope
system that can be used on existing Atomic Force Microscopes
Holds two exclusive licenses from Stanford

Developing solution-coated, transparent conductive materials to replace
indium tin oxide

Stealth Biosciences, Inc. (Nick Melosh)

–

Commercializing solid-state patch clamps based on the stealth probe
architecture
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Legacy: Cultural Changes

•

Establishment of a nanoresearch community

-

CPN survey indicated > 70 faculty now identify as doing nanoresearch
Increased interdisciplinary collaborations:

- Medical School and Applied Physics (Nanomagnetic theme)
- Materials Science and Pediatrics (BioProbes theme)
- Mechanical Engineering and Physics (Nanoelectric theme)
-

New research directions via cadre of activist faculty
Increased multidisciplinary student interactions
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Legacy: Infrastructure for Nanoscience
2012 NSF Panel Report:
CPN has helped develop the concept of open instrumentation on the campus. This was seen as
value added by the center…This is one of the most significant benefits of the CPN, and will help
the entire Stanford research community remain at the forefront of nanoscience research well
beyond the sunset of CPN.

•

Former CPN Director, Kam Moler, and current CPN Director, David GoldhaberGordon coordinated the development of the Stanford Nano Center Shared Facility
“Shared facilities that offer access to state of the art scientific instruments are an essential
resource for Stanford’s faculty and students,“ -- Ann Arvin, Vice Provost and Dean of
Research

•

Kam Moler and former CPN Associate Director, Tobi Beetz, are now the Director
and Associate Director, respectively, of the SNC
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Nano Facilities Investment

•

Demonstrated importance of funding tool development to do great science

-

Huge investment by Stanford in shared nano facilities
2008-2014 Capital Equipment Investments into Shared Nano Facilities (SNF,
SNC/SNL): Titan TEM, Tecnai TEM, JEOL EBL, etchers, evaporators, Magellan
SEM, Nova SEM, Confocal Raman, NanoSIMS, Ion Beam Mill, nSiL, AFM, TEM
in-situ holders & sample preparation equipment
Institutes/Centers, Faculty, $1,603,421
$1,215,634
Departments,
$682,719

Deans, $10,439,496

Other External,
$244,133

NSF, $6,198,005

President,
$5,155,715
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Education and Outreach Legacy
•

Over 14,000 education and outreach participants
over a decade

•

Better educational environment for students and
postdocs

•

-

Office of the Vice Provost for Graduate Education
looking to expand CPN Ethics Workshop and
Family & Career Workshop

-

Office of Science Outreach looking to expand
CPN Science Communication Workshops

Coordinated nanoscience outreach program

-

Partnerships with SNL, SNF, SNC and
connections between students, postdocs, faculty
and staff scientists

-

Lessons learned, activities and materials available
to Stanford student groups for continuation of
nanoscience outreach

-

SNC planning to continue partnership with
Techbridge to diversify nanoscience outreach
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Nano S&E Courses
Goal: teach students about nanoprobes principles, use and current research
Applied Physics 275: Probing the Nanoscale
• Graduate level
• Lectures on theory and research applications
• Videos of lectures publicly available on CPN
website

Applied Physics 78Q: Tools of Nanotechnology
• Undergraduate level
• Inspired students to use hands-on activities from
class in nanoscience outreach
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Summer Institute for Middle School Teachers
Goals
• Deepen teachers’ knowledge of physical science
• Increase scientific literacy and students in STEM

http://simst.stanford.edu

Outcomes
• Pre- and post-concept maps indicate deepening of teacher’s knowledge
• Assessment reports indicate nano activities reach >1,100 students/year
• Lessons learned from SIMST disseminated at 2012 MRS Fall Meeting
W. Maria Wang, et al, Symposium ZZ: Communicating Social Relevancy in Materials Science and
Engineering Education, 2012 MRS Fall Meeting, Boston, MA, Nov. 28, 2012.
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SIMST Alumni Feedback
I have learned a great deal through this program and will integrate lessons of the
physical world at the nanoscale in all my future instruction!
– Marc Williams
These activities have been incorporated into my master binder and will be repeated
every year. They have already been shared with other 8th grade teachers.
– Sujatha Raghu
I appreciate how many activities that I will actually be able to use in my classroom
from your program.
– Mike Wilson
I plan on integrating all the activities throughout the course of the year as they pertain
to certain physical science topics…These are great activities and my students are
enjoying them!
– Megan Sininger
This [probe box] is an excellent activity to teach the concepts of topography and how
topographic maps can be created both for large scale surfaces such as the ocean
floor and nano surfaces such as the molecules to create images of unknown
surfaces. I will definitely use this lab again in the future.
19
– Maryam Raymond

